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Made in the USA.

Sliding and Man door

Extra-tall side walls

Eaves of up to 3'

ClearSpan Metal Buildings have endless
customizations to meet your every need

Our Metal Buildings provide a structural solution that can improve any business. With in-house design, ClearSpan can take
care of anything from foundation to lighting, allowing customers to get the building they need and all the accessories that they
require from one convenient location.
The ClearSpan Metal Building Advantage:
One-stop shopping - ClearSpan can provide everything

Numerous foundation options - Helical Anchor Foundation

Structures built to last - Constructed from a USA-made,

No support posts - Maximum usable space.

needed for metal buildings.

triple-galvanized steel frame that is corrosion resistant, leading
to a long, dependable life.

Can be engineered to meet any snow and wind load Stamped engineered drawings available upon request.

1395 John Fitch Blvd., South Windsor, Conn. 06074

Email: TrussInquiry@ClearSpan.com

reduces excavation costs.

Sturdy steel walls - Store and rest large materials
against sidewalls.

Very low maintenance necessary.
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customer testimonials

“I was tired of having to go from store to store while
planning my building. ClearSpan was able to give me
everything I needed and made it much easier.”
- Sam Stabler, Madison, Wis.

Since 1979, ClearSpan has offered cost-effective, versatile and
energy-efficient building solutions. We provide in-house design,
manufacturing and construction, and pride ourselves on offering
superior customer service. Our experienced truss arch specialists are
highly trained to help you determine the best structure and setup for
your needs. With stock, turnkey and design-build solutions, there is a
ClearSpan fabric structure for everybody.

“It's definitely built to last, the helical anchor
foundation allowed me to save a lot of money on
pouring a new foundation.”
- Stephen Wentworth, Richmond, Va.

Dyersville, Iowa Manufacturing Facility

Fabric Buildings
“I like that I can store materials up against the
walls. We've also been able to keep equipment
that isn't used too much against the walls, so
there's more space.”
- Jim D'Amato, New Castle, Pa.

Hybrid Style Buildings

COVERS BUILT
FOR STRENGTH

Lifting a 2008 Dodge quad
using our 12.5 oz cover
material and structural
steel frame.

